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Abstract
The societal interpretation of the word radiation is commonly associated with high risk
and to approach this “dangerous” topic with caution. 1 This social opinion has only been amplified
overtime by reinforcement from the media with articles being run with titles such as “Radiation
Therapy’s Harmful Side”.2 Despite the great benefits and uses of radiation when used properly,
the public tends to hold mistrust in the word itself after several disasters, such as the radium
watch painters, Chernobyl, and Hiroshima. This debate has been around for centuries and is still
even among experts.3
However, the body has a strong line of defense against the minute damages caused by
low dosage radiation which includes antioxidants to neutralize free radicals.3 This system does
not prevent all damage, but the benefits of low dosage radiation in industry and healthcare far
outweigh the minor damages as a result of the radiation. Despite the scientific studies and firm
belief that radiation is beneficial, the public contains the mistrust stated earlier due to the
association with the word “radiation”. The fear stems from the miscommunication of scientific
studies, and the general public thinking emotionally rather scientifically. This has led to the lack
of the public analyzing the risks and benefits that come with radiation. Which if they did, they
would see that radiation is tremendously important and is not as commonly understood by them
as they would believe. This fear is unjustified and can be corrected with a campaign that targets
the groups of people who are most skeptical of radiation, creates “user-friendly” posters and
media that removes scientific excess terms not understood by the average person, targets
teaching about radiation to youth to reduce the stigma in the younger more flexible generations,
and targets the media and politicians who hold major sway over public opinion of older
generations.
Objectives
This proposal will tackle the issue of the common public’s misconceptions about
radiations and its effects, the misunderstanding of the word radiation, and a route to properly
inform the public on the scientific understanding of radiation. The first issue of the public’s
misconceptions of radiation is a critical and difficult issue to address as the population’s beliefs
need to be “corrected” without a sense of hostility or aggression that will cause digression into
arguments. This departure into a pointless feud between opposite sides can be avoided by gently
curving the population with a friendly campaign that seeks to simply inform and make the truth
aware without taking a directly stated firm stance, instead by allowing the people to come to a
conclusion based on accurate data provided to them. Also, the incorporation of the correct use
of radiation and its definition into the campaign will be included to increase awareness to the
broadness of the term.
Introduction and History
Since the discovery of x-rays by German physicist Wilhelm Konrad Roentgen, radiation
and its derivatives have fascinated and surprised humans. In the 19th and 20th century it was
described as potentially rendering “inestimable services to surgery”, and “the most serious agent

of pollution of the environment.”4,5 Soon after its discovery, x-rays were discovered to lead to
rashes and burns as well as translocation.6 This quick turn from a magic substance to an evil one
became the foundation for the societal opinions on radiation.
The word radiation because associated with the element radium. This element boomed
in 1910s with it being deemed “liquid sunshine” by the public.7 However, this public opinion was
contrasted with the scientific’s communities that realized both the power and danger of radium.
This split in opinion is what has ultimately led to the strife between public and private science
sectors on the matter of radiation.
Since the discovery of x-rays, the use of radiation has spread to many fields such as
industry, food production, health care, and energy production. Also, the identification of
radiation being present naturally everywhere since the beginning of time was identified.8 From
this point forward, radiation would face an uphill battle against the public as it had become
associated with deadly consequences. The fact that radiation was identified in everyday items
from watches to TVs was glossed over and all radiation was deemed unnecessary, dangerous,
and unnatural. However, humans are exposed to more natural radiation from cosmic rays to
everyday atoms than from radiation that is man-made.9 This stigma about radiation has
continued to the present day despite great attempts to correct this opinion in the 1990s. 8
In the present day, the use of radiation and the identification of its everyday persistence
since before it could even be detected have been confused with the dangers of nuclear energy
and extremely high dosage radiation, ignoring low dosage radiation (LDR) entirely. 3 From this the
public has generated a skewed public image of radiation that is critical to being corrected so that
the fear of it does not hinder any future usefulness such as in medical treatments and industry.
Preliminary Results and Previous Studies on Perception
Due to the presence of radiation in the media, many studies have been done on the public
opinion of it. Unsurprisingly the studies demonstrate a fundamental abhorrence with the word
radiations as through the media it has become associated with nuclear energy, cancer, and
meltdown. The public has been accused of thinking emotionally rather than thinking scientifically,
and public polling confirms this. Both experts and the public were asked to identify the level of
risk associated with radiation based processes and to identify their tolerance level as shown in
Figure 1. The vast differences in level of confidence and safety was demonstrated by the public’s
responses in comparison to the experts. Although this study was conducted in 1991, the people
alive in that era continue to live and carry these opinions potentially, and through the modernday association of radiation with cancer via immunotherapy the public opinion is suspected to
have worsen.

Figure 1: Perception of risks by both experts and the public from a study in 1991.1
Cancer is also commonly associated with the word radiation since it is a potential source
of it. However, as demonstrate in Figure 2, radiation related fatal cancers only comprise 2.7% of
cancer mortality in the United States in 1975. Yet despite this low percentage of cancer cases,
the word radiation has become associated with cancer due to the media’s overuse and
proportional misrepresentation in the amount of coverage on the topic that has led to an
attribute of fear to radiation. Low levels of ionization causing cancer have also been identified to
have no distinguishable features from those of “naturally” occurring cancers.10 However, despite
the many studies, some experts contribute higher rates of cancer to the overuse and misuse of
x-rays and radiation in health care.3 New studies are demonstrating, however, that the presence
of cancer cells does not indicate clinical cancer and the major factor that contributes to cancer is
immunosuppression which low dosage radiation (LDR) treatments are shown to elevate the
immune system rather than suppress it.11

Figure 2: The percentage of cancer that was caused by radiation in 1975, out of 365,000 cancer
related deaths.12
Yet despite the scientific community indicating that low dosage radiation is not the sole
factor of cancer, the public sees the two as directly correlated. The ambiguity of science does not
translate to a public who wants answers in black and white. This is why the proposed strategy
and methods in this paper will focus on presenting the information to the public rather than
telling them the results. Thus, allowing them to come to their own conclusions and understand

the full situation of radiation rather than relying on information bluntly told to them which they
may or may not trust at face value.
Preliminary Results and Previous Studies on Radiation
Radiation can be harmful but most radiation damage is from high dosages or continuous
unmonitored lower dosages over a longer period of time. The debate ran for a long time on small
doses of radiation and its effects on the body whether positive, negative, or neutral.3 The current
conclusion is low dosages are mostly harmless and cannot be definitely linked to cancer or any
other claim of injury. Thus, the worry of any radiation as damaging is exaggerated and a
misrepresentation of the fact. Furthermore, these low dosage limits may only be passed in
medical treatment with consent of the patient and is only offered as a last resort.
Numerous regulations are also in effect to control radiation. The Environmental
Protection Agency has set standards and regulations on the amount of radiation that is permitted
to a member of the general public. These dosages have been concluded to be under the threshold
of clear effect by radiation.8,9 As stated earlier most cancers determined to be caused by radiation
are actually by natural background radiation which exists no matter what and has and will
continue to exist. The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission has even gone so far as to
limit the amount of unknown (nonconsensual, i.e. not including medical scans) man-made
radiation to 1 mSv (milliSievert). The lowest amount that has been clearly linked to cancer by
radiation is 100 mSv. Even US radiation workers are prevented from being exposed to more than
50 mSv in a single year and 100 mSv over five years.13 Present day concern comes from CT scan
and other medical scans in particular especially in children.14 CT scans in a year can range greatly
from 5 mSv to 100 mSv, these scans may present a risk of cancer depending greatly on age. 14 The
scientific debate of too many CT scans, especially in children, and if it will lead to long term effects
on public health is a heavily debated topic with no current clear winning side. However, the use
of radiation extends far beyond just CT scans and these CT scans are only being used to save lives
and identify problems. This problem can be seen as a consequence of a first world nation where
the population lives longer and smaller health risks become amplified in the lack of others. Yet
the health benefits they bring far outweigh the detriments that are brought about by misuse of
the technology and instead suggest an issue of doctors’ decisions in hospitals.
Methods and Strategies
Several simple studies need to be done first in order for the most effective results. This is
to get more specific data and to replicated data and studies performed in the 1980s and 1990s
that will more accurately reflect the current population. The first being a simple poll that tests
modern day perception towards the word radiation and the words commonly associated with
the topic. A sample question being “What is the first word that comes to mind with the follow:
Radiation, Innovation, Science, Genetically Modified Organisms, Nuclear Energy, and Produce
Irradiation?” The open-ended response will allow for a broader spectrum of answers which can
be sorted based on a good-bad connotation. The frequency of good-bad will help to predict the
percentages of both sides. The question also consists of other science topics, beside radiation,
covered by the media recently to see if there a concurrence of answers with precisely how the
media presides. In addition to questions such as these, important data to also collect is age,
demographic, and living environment (rural or urban) to determine if the results align within

certain populations that share traits. It will be important to get thorough information on how all
of these factors contribute to the perception of radiation to better identify what factors
contribute to these perceptions. By determining which factors align with radiation fear in
populations, the media and communication strategies to convince the population that radiation
is not as abundant or dangerous as they think can be targeted towards the specific groups of
people who fear it.
It can be expected that older generations and populations of rural environments will tend
to be more skeptic of radiation, as these areas run more politically conservative and display more
stubborn opinions against experts.15 This is a common occurrence that this population tends to
mistrust science and innovations due to the lack of efficient communication and
misunderstandings. Recent studies have found that political conservatives and religious
conservatives have a higher skepticism of science and are less likely to trust the credibility of the
experiment.15 The best way to target these groups will be with infographics and media designed
to convey scientific research without the jargon. This media campaign needs to be clean cut and
have a friendly appearance which will help to dismiss the malicious image of radiation. These
campaigns should also emphasize the percentage of scientific studies that conclude the benefits
of low radiation levels and dosages are a societal positive. Making it clear that radiation helps to
clean produce, diagnose otherwise undetectable conditions, and to give the best chance at
survival to some diagnosed cancer patients, as these positives are brushed away by the
opposition in fear of the extremes. The intent is to overwhelm the population with the positives
and innovations that radiation has brought to society. In addition to these principles, the
selection of the colors, design, and potential voicing is critical to the success of the campaign and
should embody a “user-friendly” appearance.
Another target of the campaign should be politicians and the media. These sources can
be powerful influencers and motivators in the public opinions of topics, especially in populations
with loyalty to their politician or local media. A separate campaign should also be set into motion
to educate those involved in these fields (media and politics) about the safety of radiation. This
should involve selecting scientists to become public figure heads that will give an image as a
friendly expert. These figure head scientists if have the support of politicians and the news alike,
will be able to greatly sway the general population by the lack of an opposing side being
presented. In order to influence politicians, a reason why radiation is beneficial to causes they
believe and support needs to be presented to them. These will be specifically target towards
different parties and their different causes with the two major ones being the importance of
radiation in industry for the conservatives and the importance of it in health care for the liberals.
Of course, this is not a one fit glove and this will not convince everyone, but if key politicians take
a positive side of radiation that will be a step in the right direction into curving the public opinion.
The media however is trickier to influence. They will run the stories that will get them the best
viewership and often care little about the meaning or correctness of the science. Thus, the best
way to utilize the media is to give them carefully crafted resources that help them understand
the true science behind radiation much like for politicians earlier. The media will try to take the
word radiation out of context and scare viewers as that has been shown to get good ratings. Any
media campaign that attempts to correct this discourse from the truth simply has to be aware of
wording and potential misinterpretations.

The final target audience of this method is to teach about radiation to younger
generations in school. The purpose of this is to lay a foundation for the future to assure the
continuance of the proper image of radiation in the public’s eye. Insisting upon teaching about
everyday occurrences of radiation, such as in dentistry, produce, health care, and energy, the
younger generation will be raised seeing the importance of radiation and take that with them
into the future. Strong proposals and outlines have already been constructed since the 1990s for
the importance of teaching about radiation and the approach of this in the classroom.16 Students
demonstrated a lack of understanding in the vernacular of radiation, and many current
curriculums need to be updated to properly reflect the new knowledge and usage of radiation as
it is a quickly evolving science. In properly educating younger generations while in school, a
strong foundation for the public acceptance of the word radiation and the proper understanding
of it can create a better educated society in the future.
Specifics Statistics and Sample Media for Distribution
This media will attempt to better visual display scientific data and explanations to reduce
the fear of radiation. Central themes that should be capitalized on are the definition of radiation,
the use of infographics, and a nonaggressive appearance or tone.
The definition of radiation is the propagation of energy through space, or some other
medium, in the form of electromagnetic waves or particles. However, this scientific definition
contains words that the general public cannot understand and it is critical to either remove or
change these words. Thus, the definition can become the movement of energy through space in
the form of waves or particles. While this may not present a perfect technical definition, it
encompasses the main points in a layman style language and appears non-threatening.
The main concept and attempt of this proposal to change public opinion will lie in the
creation of media that is “user-friendly” and emphasizes data in friendly ways to the public. Thus,
attempting to remove emotion from the debate and instead presenting the facts so the
conclusion is the public’s own. The use of a simple slogan should be used along with these
graphics for the use of summarizing the poster’s content as well as creating a brand behind the
slogan. One such slogan that could be used is “Radiation’s safe, Radiation saves.” This addresses
both points of radiation fear, which are people doubt its safety and people forget that it is being
used to save people. Other retrieved examples, that have been popularized for increasing
awareness already on the internet, are displayed below in Figure 3 and 4.17,18 However, Figure 3
and 4 display small text which is counterproductive to the suspected skeptical audience of older
generations who likely would not come across this on the internet nor read the small text. This is
why a new wave of infographics, which focuses on a smaller data set, larger text, and mass media
propagation is needed to properly convey the safety of radiation and to “simplify” the viewers
realization.

Figure 3: An example of media based on the scientific dosages of radiation.17

Figure 4: An infographic based on radiation doses and made to increase radiation awareness to
the general public.18

Potential Problems and their Remedies
As stated earlier, the media could potentially become a problem if they begin creating
fear around radiation which could get better viewership than the education of radiation. It is for
this reason that big name figures of politicians and scientists who communicate with the public
should focus on the benefits of radiation and the little risk it actually brings compared to public
opinion. This strategy could set an extremely positive role that is desperately needed in the world
of public science figures other than Bill Nye or Neil deGrasse Tyson. The effect these two have
had and the brand they have built around themselves for supporting science have proven
extremely successful. A new generation of scientists who focus on communicating to the public
would drastically help proper public reception and prove an asset to both the scientific and
general communities. The other strategy to combat this is to make reporting on the benefits of
radiation more attractive to the media by “creating” news about it. This news could simply be a
review article that summarizes all the uses of radiation developed since x-rays that is reported
on by the media. Another way to do this exact same thing, is to have cancer patients who received
radiation talk about how it saved them. Often times people see radiation as an evil along with
cancer rather than the thing that is defeating it. All of these concepts have the same intent of
influencing the media who influence the people.
Expected Outcomes and Conclusion
The outcome of this proposal is for an increased awareness on the proper interpretation
of radiation and how the public should not fear it as much as they currently do. This will be
accomplished through four phases which should begin with a preliminary poll and study to
identify factors that contribute towards the skepticism of radiation. Following the poll, several
strategies will be employed that will be adapted more specifically to any factor that holds more
skepticism to radiation. No matter what, a media campaign featuring colorful and friendly
infographics will be implemented to raise awareness of the true facts about radiation. A
campaign to educate and involve the media and politicians in the proper use and understanding
of radiation will be executed due to their significant influence on the opinion of the people.
Finally, education reform in the topic of radiation should also be implemented to encourage long
terms effects from these campaigns. With all of these tactics in combination, overtime the
population will become more understanding of the true nature and status of radiation.
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